Why Choose Our 3 Drawers Acrylic Makeup
Organizer
1, HIGH QUALITY ACRYLIC MATERAIL, the 3 drawers acrylic
makeup organizer made of eco-friendly and durable cast acrylic, our
acrylic material is A grade, with SGS certificates. The makeup
organizer is highly transparent and gorgeous, like a art to decorate
your home.

2, HOT BENDING FRAME, the 3 drawers acrylic makeup organizer
outside frame is hot-being, not like other makeup storage is a normal
square. The hot-bending frame let the makeup organizer more soft
and comfortable. If it is square frame, you put it on the desk or dresser,
you will worry it will hurt your children when they touch it. But our
hot-bending frame makeup organizer is very gentle, you can be
assured.
3, CUSTOMIZED DIMENSION, the 3 drawers acrylic makeup
organizer, our standard size is 295WX195DX140Hmm =
11.6X7.67X5.5H inches. 3 drawers height is the same 40mm = 1.57
inches. Each drawer with finger position gap, so you can pull in and
out the drawer easily. If you want to cut down or enlarge the drawer
height, that is ok, we can customize for you based on your
requirements. So the organizer will be fit for your cosmetics perfectly.
4, SAFE AND STRONG PACKAGE, the 3 drawers acrylic makeup
organizer, our package is 1 pc into poly bag + 20mm thickness EVA +
inner box + 6 pack one strong carton box. We can print shipping mark
on inner and carton box both, of course, that is based on your need.
That package is strong enough, you can sell the makeup organizer
one by one or do wholesale.
5, MULTI-FUNTION, the 3 drawers acrylic makeup organizer can
storage your eyeshadow, lipstick, nail polish, makeup brushes,
pressed powder or other cosmetic accessories. If you want to put that
on your bathroom to sort scarf, socks, needle, scissor or others, that
will let your desk, closet and bathroom more tidy, clean and
comfortable.



FAQ:
1. Are you a manufacture?
A: Yes, we are a manufacture with rich experience, our factory since
2005, and we have 2 factories, 130 staff.
2. Can I visit your factory ?

A: Yes, of course, welcome to visit our factory, our factory in
Longgang dist. Shenzhen.
3. Could I order one piece for sample to test the quality?
A: Yes, We recommend checking the sample for acrylic shoe boxes
before order. Please inquiry us the design, color, size, thickness and etc.
4. What’s the sample fee, could i get free sample?

A: For some items of acrylic shoe boxes with small size and ordinary
color, free sample will be possible when the order is more than
MOQ.For items with special color and size, we could charge for a little
sample with freight in your side. But we promise to refund the sample
fee when certain quantity order is placed.
5. Could you provide designer to help finish the design?

A: Yes, we provide designer to realize you design for the special
demands of acrylic shoe boxes perfectly. Please kindly send us the
picture in internet or design draft with details.

6. May I have your catalog and price list for trial order in MOQ quantity?
A: Surely.Please have a detailed looking and choose the interested models in
our site. Then contact me, we can offer your details as your request.

If you are interested in our 3 Drawers Acrylic
Makeup Organizer.Please contact me as below
information.
Contact

Kiki

Email

kiki@tinya168.com

Skype

kiki.he5

Whatsapp & Wechat

008613530023155

Tel

+86-755-84865652

Fax

+86-755-89594101

Mobile Phone

008615012802618

QQ

1365858267

Alibaba Website
Company Website

www.tyacrylic.com
acrylichouseholds.com
No. 2 Hengyun Rd., Tianzushang Industrial
Zone,xinsheng Community, Longgang Dist.,
Shenzhen, China

Address

Thanks For Visiting & Your Inquiry Is Highly
Welcome!

